INTRODUCTION

The concept of indivisibility has been an important subject of academic inquiry in the field of international human rights law. Attestations around the interrelationship of civil and political rights, on the one hand, and economic and social rights, on the other, have somewhat turned away its appeal. The present article takes this discussion further by drawing upon the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (CRPD) adopted in 2006.¹

This article suggests that the CRPD has opened up a new understanding of the indivisibility of human rights. The Convention has pushed boundaries as its interpretation directly undercuts any attempt to apply the division into civil and political and economic and social rights. The mutual inextricability of both sets of rights turns out to be an integral feature of the rights protected by this Convention.

Several scholars have made the claim that the distinction between the two sets of rights has actually been blurred in the CRPD.² Through legal and doctrinal analysis, the article goes a step further by both investigating the validity of this claim and by delving into what the blurring of the distinction between the two sets of rights means for the concept of indivisibility. Taking rights usually assigned to each of these sets as an example, it demonstrates that, while the Convention undermines any possible categorization into two distinct sets of rights, it is important to be mindful of such a blurring for the purpose of bringing about the participation of disabled people in society. This article goes on to examine both the practical and theoretical implications of the proposed understanding of indivisibility for international human rights law. Extending these implications above and beyond the issue of disability, it presses for a de-emphasis upon the different categories of human rights in favour of an emphasis upon their real and actual enjoyment. The Convention itself thus provides for a real world relocation of indivisibility, which offers indeed a fresh perspective on the field. The article thereby hopes to place more at the centre of academic enquiry those issues that need to be addressed in order to make human rights more of a reality.

While the role of States in implementing human rights is explored, the question of the judicial enforceability of economic and social rights is left aside, not just because it has attracted a lot of attention in the literature to date,³ but also because this judicial enforceability is unlikely to have as yet a sufficiently broad range of application.⁴ This article furthermore only considers human rights as they are proclaimed universally, that is, through the human rights treaties adopted within the UN.

The article begins with a brief history of international human rights law to reveal how there emerges a questioning of the concept of divisibility. Relevant literature is taken into consideration throughout (section I). This is followed up by showing how the CRPD has overcome the distinction between the two sets of rights, and by highlighting the challenge this poses for the true interpretation of this Convention (section II). The article finally examines how the proposed understanding of indivisibility affects States’ obligations while shifting attention to the real and actual enjoyment of human rights (section III).

I. INDIVISIBILITY IN INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS LAW

A. Civil and Political and Economic and Social Rights

Fifty years ago, States adopted the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) and the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR).\(^5\) The original intention was not to draft two Covenants but to adopt a single binding international legal instrument after the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR).\(^6\) This was eventually rejected by the negotiators, the rationale being that there was a need for different methods for the implementation of human rights.\(^7\) While the civil and political rights were deemed legally enforceable, economic and social rights were regarded as aspirational goals. Therefore, a supervisory committee was set up for the ICCPR, whereas no such committee was established for the ICESCR.\(^8\) Since then human rights have generally been divided into two sets of rights, namely civil and political rights, named ‘first-generation rights’, and economic and social rights, named ‘second-generation rights’.\(^9\)

Accordingly, the two sets of rights were supposed to result in different kinds of obligations. On the one hand, civil and political rights created ‘negative obligations’. As provided for by Article 2(1) of the ICCPR, States Parties have ‘to respect and to ensure to all individuals ... the rights recognized in the … Covenant’. These obligations are of immediate effect, since the duty of State Parties is only to abstain from contravening the Covenant. On the other hand, economic and social rights entailed ‘positive obligations’. According to Article 2(1) of the ICESCR, a State Party must ‘take steps … with a view to achieving progressively the full realization of the rights recognized in the … Covenant … to the maximum of its available resources’. Because of the scarcity of such resources, States Parties are allowed to achieve the objective over a certain period of time.

This obligation regime has been tempered by the UN treaty bodies in charge of monitoring the two Covenants. Concerning the ICCPR, the Human Rights Committee (HRC) considered that ‘[t]he legal obligation under article 2, at paragraph 1, is both negative and positive in nature’.\(^10\) While civil and political rights entail immediate obligations, States Parties are not exempt from endeavouring to prevent their violation.\(^11\) The Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (CESCR) – which was subsequently created by ECOSOC – also advised that States Parties fulfil ‘a minimum core obligation to ensure the satisfaction of, at the very

\(^8\) Riedel, Giacca and Golay (n 7) 7.
\(^9\) C Tomuschat, *Human Rights: Between Idealism and Realism* (Oxford University Press 2014) 136-9; M Sheinin, ‘Characteristics of Human Rights Norms’ in K Krause and M Scheinin (eds), *International Protection of Human Rights: A Textbook* (2nd edn, Abo Akademi University 2009) 22. The former include the freedom from torture, right to liberty, right to privacy, right to access courts, freedom of opinion and freedom of assembly. The latter include the right to health, right to food, right to housing, right to education, right to work and right to social security.
\(^12\) ECOSOC Res 1985/17, 28 May 1985.
least, minimum essential levels of each of the rights’ in the ICESCR. Economic and social rights create immediate obligations, which include the prohibition of discrimination.

Such a reading of the two Covenants has mitigated the categorization of human rights into civil and political rights, on the one hand, and economic and social rights, on the other. In addition, a whole new range of literature started to deal with economic and social rights, which both improved the understanding of their content and helped to re-affirm their legal basis. A new obligation regime was conceptualized consisting of obligations to respect, protect and fulfil, which has proved a turning point. This tripartite typology was initially proposed and developed by Eide and Shue and subsequently applied by the CESCR Committee. The contention that the tripartite typology should be used for civil and political rights has also undermined the view that the two sets of rights bring about different kinds of obligations.

The adoption of several group-specific human rights treaties further contributed to weakening the division. The International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination (ICERD) and the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW) broke down the prohibition of discrimination in areas concerning civil a political and economic, social and cultural rights. The Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC) was subsequently the first human rights treaty to bridge the two sets of rights. It provides not just a juxtaposition but a whole series of rights that encapsulate different aspects of both sets of rights thereby reflecting their indivisibility.

While the CRC has a specific provision on ‘economic, social and cultural rights’, it is difficult to accurately define the content of this category for most of the Convention rights. The incorporation of the different categories of human rights into international legal instruments
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17 CESC, General Comment No 18: The right to work (art. 6), 24 November 2005, E/C.12/GC/18, paras 19-28; CESC, General Comment No 15: The right to water (art. 11-12), 20 January 2003, E/C.12/2002/11, paras 17-29; CESC, General Comment No 14: The right to the highest attainable standard of health (art. 12), 11 August 2000, E/C.12/2000/4, paras 30-7; CESC, General Comment No 13: The rights to education (art. 13), 8 December 1999, E/C.12/1999/10, para 46; CESC, General Comment No 12: The right to adequate food (art. 11), 12 May 1999, E/C.12/1999/5, paras 14-15.
22 Art 4 of the CRC provides that ‘[w]ith regard to economic, social and cultural rights, States Parties shall undertake all ... measures to the maximum extent of their available resources ... for the implementation of the rights recognized in the present Convention’.
23 Rishmawi (n 21) 16. As stated by the Committee on the Rights of the Child (CRC Committee), there is ‘no simple or authoritative division of human rights in general or of Convention rights into the two categories’ (CRC Committee, General Comment No 5: General measures of implementation of the Convention on the Rights of the Child, 27 November 2003, CRC/GC/2003/5, para 6).
thus has become standard practice. It can also be observed in non-legally binding instruments, such as the Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples. However, the reconciliation of the two sets of rights raises important questions that have not yet been studied in detail.

With the adoption of the Optional Protocol to the ICESCR (OP-ICESCR) in 2006, the CESCR Committee eventually received the competence to handle individual complaints for alleged violations of the Covenant. This confirmed the judicial enforceability of economic and social rights, which had gradually gained ground through a high number of cases before domestic courts. Although the OP-ICESCR was only ratified by 23 States and the HRC is much further ahead in exercising its quasi-judicial function, the means for ensuring compliance with the two sets of rights have been equalized, at least in theory.

B. The Concept of Indivisibility

The division of human rights into two sets of rights has been mitigated by other means. Despite the adoption of two distinct human rights treaties, States were keen to stress the common features of civil and political rights, on the one hand, and economic and social rights, on the other. While it was stated that the two sets of rights create similar kinds of obligations, it was in addition put forward that all human rights are indivisibly connected to each other. This indivisibility of human rights has been seen as proof of the interrelationship between both sets of rights. It reached a milestone with the World Conference on Human Rights held in 1993. The ensuing Vienna Declaration and Programme of Action proclaimed that ‘[a]ll human rights are universal, indivisible and interdependent and interrelated’. This statement conveyed the guiding principle of human rights and has been repeated in several UN legal documents. It is therefore worth enquiring into its substance and soundness, starting with the concepts of universality as well as interdependency and interrelatedness and then entering into more detail in the treatment of that of indivisibility.

Universality results from the very notion of human rights, although it has come under attack by cultural relativism. It has gradually been acknowledged that both views are not mutually exclusive and that universality does not prevent cultural particularities from being taken into account. Both universality and relativity, therefore, are essential to understand the notion of human rights.

The fact that human rights are ‘interdependent and interrelated’ stresses their mutual reinforcement. The interdependency and interrelatedness of human rights are provided for in the preamble of both the ICCPR and the ICESCR, and were thrown into relief when it was decided to draft two Covenants. This interdependence and interrelatedness can easily be

24 I Cismas, ‘The Intersection of Economic, Social and Cultural Rights’ in Riedel, Giacca and Golay (n 7) 455-6.
26 Hunt et al (n 4) 553.
illustrated in practice\textsuperscript{33} with some rights having distinct aspects that come under the remit of both sets of rights.\textsuperscript{34}

In contrast, the concept of indivisibility remains much debated and its meaning is still contentious. There are two dominant approaches to this concept that have followed each other chronologically.

The first approach to the concept maintains that civil and political and economic and social rights have equal value.\textsuperscript{35} This is the traditional approach which asserts that there can be no hierarchy between the two sets of rights. This was expressed in the Teheran Proclamation on Human Rights, which stated that ‘[s]ince human rights and fundamental freedoms are indivisible, the full realization of civil and political rights without the enjoyment of economic and social rights is impossible’.\textsuperscript{36} Similarly, it has been argued that economic and social rights cannot be implemented without guaranteeing civil and political rights.\textsuperscript{37} Setting one set of rights in precedence over the other is ineffective, while neglecting this same set of rights hinders the fulfilment of the other. Both sets of rights cannot be but examined together.

The problem with this way of understanding indivisibility is that it does not reflect current practice. UN treaty bodies have fallen short of investigating the two sets of rights jointly or, notwithstanding good intentions, have done so in a way that is largely expository. The HRC has not paid any attention to their interrelationship.\textsuperscript{38} The CESC Committee has done so very briefly with a view to highlighting indivisibility.\textsuperscript{39} The Committee on the Rights of the Child (CRC Committee) has not examined how both sets of rights are related,\textsuperscript{40} in contrast to the Committee on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (CRPD Committee).\textsuperscript{41} Most textbooks moreover continue to discuss economic and social rights separately from civil and political rights,\textsuperscript{42} though there are a few exceptions that combine the two sets of right.\textsuperscript{43} There is thus
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\textsuperscript{33} For instance, one cannot exercise the freedom of expression and freedom of assembly without the right to an adequate standard of living or exercise the right to education and right to work without the freedom of expression and freedom of association.

\textsuperscript{34} For instance, the right to education has both a ‘social aspect’ and a ‘freedom aspect’, the last of which concerns the choice of education, and the right to work has both economic and political dimensions, via the right to form trade unions which is protected by the two Covenant.


\textsuperscript{38} HRC, General Comment No 35. Article 9 (Liberty and security of person), 16 December 2014, CCPR/C/GC/35, paras 53-68; HRC, General Comment No 32. Article 14 (Right to equality before courts and tribunals and to a fair trial), 23 August 2007, CCPR/C/GC/32, paras 58-65.

\textsuperscript{39} CESC Committee, General Comment No 22 on the right to sexual and reproductive health (art. 12), 2 May 2016, E/C.12/GC/22, para 10; CESC Committee, General Comment No 21 on the right of everyone to take part in cultural life (art. 15), 21 December 2009, E/C.12/GC/21, para 3.

\textsuperscript{40} CRC Committee, General Comment No 19 on public budgeting for the realization of children’s rights (art. 4), 20 July 2016, CRC/C/GC/19, para 30.

\textsuperscript{41} CRPD Committee, General comment No 1. Article 12: Equal recognition before the law, 19 May 2014, CRPD/C/GC/1, paras 31-49; CRPD Committee, General comment No 2. Article 9: Accessibility, 22 May 2014, CRPD/C/GC/2, paras 34-48.

\textsuperscript{42} J Steiner, P Alston and R Goodman, International Human Rights in Context: Law, Politics, Morals (3rd edn, Oxford University Press 2007); J Rehman, International Human Right Law (Pearson 2010); J Bantekas and L Oette, International Human Rights Law and Practice (Cambridge University Press 2013); Krause and Scheinin (n 9); Sheeran and Rodley (n 4).

\textsuperscript{43} D Shelton (ed), The Oxford Handbook of International Human Rights Law (Oxford University Press 2013); De Schutter (n 7); Moecikli, Shah, Sivakumaran and Harris (n 2).
an evolutionary element in treating both sets of rights concurrently, although this remains a slow work in progress.

The second approach to the concept of indivisibility stresses that human rights are strongly interdependent. This modern approach claims that the implementation of a given right has an impact on all the others, and failure to take this into consideration impedes the implementation of human rights altogether. This has led to discussions as to whether the indivisibility of human rights involves mutual indispensability or just mutual usefulness. The question is where to set the threshold for the necessary recourse to indivisibility, thereby differentiating between ‘full’ and ‘mere’ interdependence or between a strong and a weak concept of indivisibility. Such a way of understanding indivisibility examines how civil and political and economic and social rights are actually intertwined, instead of just affirming the impossibility of giving priority to one set of rights over the other.

However, it not always the case that human rights are indivisible in the sense that they are mutually indispensable let alone mutually useful. There is evidence that such indivisibility can be greater between some of these rights and that some of them can be less connected. This implies that some sort of prioritization should be allowed and even recommended for those rights that have a more decisive effect on others. The indivisibility of human rights would be an exaggeration from an empirical point of view. A claim for the indivisibility of entire sets of rights would be even more implausible. Civil and political and economic and social rights are not invariably dependent upon each other, whatever their interrelationship may be. Other factors impact on human rights as well, such as the level of democracy and the existence of internal conflict.

The above discussion demonstrates that there is no agreement upon the pertinence of the two dominant approaches to the concept of indivisibility just outlined. Not only are the two sets of rights infrequently examined in combination but practice suggests that these sets of rights can be addressed individually. As a result, more is required to show the reality of indivisibility and to offer it a conceptualization that contributes to the advancement of human rights. Perhaps, the statement that ‘[a]ll human rights are universal, indivisible and interdependent and interrelated’ has been replayed so many times that it has become a kind of self-sufficient slogan. This suggests that this statement may be more a wish than a reflection of reality. It appears reasonable to conclude that the indivisibility of human rights has been used rather widely as a means to compensate for the unfortunate division into two sets of rights, which itself was carried out against the spirit of the UDHR.

II. INDIVISIBILITY IN THE CRPD

A. Blurring of the Distinction between the Two Sets of Rights
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47 Nickel (n 44) 994-7.
As the first human rights treaty of the 21st century, the CRPD protects the human rights of disabled people. Proposed by Australia in 2002, it was adopted on 13 December 2006, and entered into force on 3 May 2008. By July 2018, there were 161 signatories and 177 parties to the Convention.

The CRPD is said to build upon the social model of disability, which considers disability to be a consequence of societal organization. Even though it has been argued that the Convention surpasses this model, the Convention is concerned about physical and social barriers faced by disabled people. This is reflected in its scope of application, which includes people ‘who have long-term physical, mental, intellectual or sensory impairments which in interaction with various barriers may hinder their full and effective participation in society on an equal basis with others’. The CRPD proclaims a large set of rights for disabled people. Reality, however, is seldom far from consonant with the worthy objectives of the Convention. Disabled people have significantly fewer opportunities than others, and generally face harsh living conditions.

As noted by Sen, disabled people often rely on more resources than others for achieving basic human functionings. In order to protect their human rights, measures must be adopted to address their specific situation. According to Mégret, the CRPD has done more than applying the rights protected by previous human rights treaties, which have been unable to cater for human differences. It has enriched the notion of human rights through ensuring that these rights are tailored to the particular needs of disabled people.

Echoing the Vienna Declaration and Programme of Action, the CRPD’s Preamble reaffirms the universality, indivisibility, interdependence and interrelatedness of all human rights. This statement is a novum for a human rights treaty, but it directs attention to the particular significance of the concept of indivisibility for disabled people. Accordingly, the Convention has intermixed civil and political rights, on the one hand, and economic and social rights, on the other. Article 4(2) nonetheless provides that ‘[w]ith regard to economic, social and cultural rights, each State Party undertakes to take measures to the maximum of its available resources … with a view to achieving progressively the full realization of these rights’. This provision has prima facie carried over the division into two sets of rights as an extension of the ICCPR and ICESCR.

In fact, the CRPD has done more than intermixing civil and political and economic and social rights; rather, it has literally done away with the distinction between the two sets of rights. It is futile to try and determine which set of rights the Convention rights individually belong to. Although the proposal to subject economic and social rights to the notion of progressive realization was not disputed during the negotiations, an attempt to list the rights
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55 Art 1, CRPD.
57 Sen (n 37) 88; A Sen, Inequality Re-examined (Clarendon 1992) 256-7.
59 Preamble (c), CRPD.
60 The CRC’s Preamble does not include such a statement.
concerned eventually failed. The drafters did not clarify the scope of ‘economic, social and cultural rights’. Instead, they wrote Article 4(2) in continuity with Article 4 of the CRC, which they took to have set a precedent for them.

The CRPD also did more than just take up existing rights. In addition to articulating these rights specifically with regard to disabled people, the Convention has added - in Mégret’s terms - a number of ‘sui generis entitlements’. These ‘sui generis entitlements’ include aspects that were not anticipated in existing human rights treaties, in that they pertain to the inclusion of disabled people as well as the promotion of their independence and autonomy.

More importantly, the CRPD establishes a duty to provide disabled people with reasonable accommodation, and failure to do so is henceforth a form of discrimination. This duty, therefore, is of immediate application. The provision of reasonable accommodation is not only part of the general obligations, but is also repeated in particular provisions of the Convention. Such provision applies to both civil and political and economic and social rights. The prohibition of discrimination, by its extension to this duty, has infiltrated and narrowed the sphere of progressive realization, and thus contributed to a further weakening of the distinction between the two sets of rights.

Two particular examples of rights demonstrate the extent to which the two sets of rights have been conflated throughout the CRPD, and illustrate the way in which human rights are indivisible in this Convention. The first of these examples is supposed to be drawn mainly from civil and political rights, while the second is supposed to be drawn mainly from economic and social rights.

The first example is the right to independent living. Article 19 of the CRPD provides that disabled people have the right to ‘choose their place of residence and where and with whom they live on an equal basis with others and are not obliged to live in a particular living arrangement’. The main concern here is the practice of the widespread institutionalization of disabled people, a concern discounted by previous human rights treaties. This institutionalization constitutes a deprivation of liberty and can even amount to a form of mistreatment. There is therefore an overlap between the right to independent living and the right to freedom of movement, as well as the right to liberty and the prohibition of torture, which are considered to be part of civil and political rights.

The right to independent living extends even further, as disabled people need support that meets their individual needs if they are to be able to define their own living arrangements. According to the CRPD Committee, this right requires that States Parties ‘take effective and appropriate measures to facilitate the full enjoyment of the right and full inclusion and participation of persons with disabilities in the community’. The CRPD indeed stipulates that disabled people must be able to access ‘a range of in-, residential and other community support

62 See n 22.
63 Mégret (n 58) 506.
64 Art 2, CRPD.
65 Art 13(1) (access to justice), 14(2) (right to liberty and security of the person), 24(2)(c) (right to education) and 27(1)(i) (right to work), CRPD.
66 This had been confirmed earlier by the CESCR Committee (CESCR Committee, General Comment No 5: Persons with Disabilities, 9 December 1994, E/1995/22, para 15).
67 CRPD Committee, General comment on article 19: Living independently and being included in the community, 29 August 2017, CRPD/C/18/1, para 18.
services, including personal assistance’. Such services ‘are not restricted to services inside the home, but must also be able to extend to the spheres of employment, education or political and cultural participation’. Autistic people, for instance, require the provision of whatever support can be achieved, through house services, adapted communication and adequate training, that is fully embedded in the places where they live. The right to independent living is contingent on resolving issues related to economic and social rights. Should these issues be ignored, disabled people will remain segregated and the right to independent living remain a dead letter. The result is that it makes no sense to assign this right, or even parts of it, to only one of the different categories of human rights, because it results from an overlapping of such categories.

The second example that illustrates the blurring of the distinction between the two sets of rights in the CRPD is the right to inclusive education. While education is commonly said to belong to economic and social rights, it also pertains to civil and political rights (through the right of parents to choose the education of their children). From the outset, it is an example for attesting the indivisibility of human rights. By proclaiming the right to inclusive education, the CRPD further expanded upon this indivisibility. Article 24 of the CRPD provides that States Parties must ‘ensure an inclusive education system at all levels and lifelong learning’. According to the CRPD Committee, the right to inclusive education requires that they adapt ‘educational environments to accommodate the different requirements and identities of individual students’.

This new emphasis on inclusion has led to an even greater overlap of both sets of rights, as it implies that schools should recognize and value pupils’ varied characteristics. By providing that the inclusive education system to be established must enhance ‘respect for … human diversity’, the Convention seeks to encourage greater acceptance of distinct forms of embodiment. Deaf people, for instance, who consider themselves a linguistic community, see in sign language more than a tool of communication. The CRPD provides that States Parties must facilitate ‘the promotion of the linguistic identity of the deaf community’ to achieve their full participation in education. While the Convention is sometimes interpreted as authorising segregated or separate education for those who are deaf, it does protect them against forced assimilation. The right to inclusive education requires that States Parties ensure both equal access to education and equal respect for human differences. This right no longer just includes

70 Art 19(b), CRPD.
71 CRPD Committee (n 69) para 29.
73 Art 13 and 14, ICESCR.
74 Art 18(4), ICCPR.
75 See n 34.
76 Art 24(1), CRPD.
78 Art 24(1)(a), CRPD.
80 Art 24(3)(b), CRPD. See also Art 30(4), CRPD and CRPD Committee (n 77) para 56.
aspects of both civil and political and economic and social rights, but culminates in a blending of the two sets of rights.

B. The Indivisibility of Human Rights and Disabled People

Consequently, the indivisibility of human rights is something that matters a great deal in the context of disability. The CRPD calls for measures to give them control over their lives and at the same time foster their inclusion into society. It is therefore not by chance that the Convention has done away with the distinction between the two sets of rights. As noted by Mégret, this distinction has done a disservice to disabled people. The fact that the indivisibility of human rights has added value was indeed assumed in the past, but the CRPD reveals that treating human rights indivisibly is imperative so that disabled people can benefit fully from these rights.

It is worth noting that earlier international legal instruments had a prevailing welfarist approach to the issue of disability. Although this approach has been revoked with the adoption of the CRPD, the use of resources is still relevant in order to protect the human rights of disabled people. More broadly, it has even been claimed that welfare can be more efficient than human rights when it comes to increasing well-being. The Convention has found a middle way by adopting an approach that consolidates but surpasses the welfarist approach. The removal of barriers involves the input of resources, although this is not the main purpose. The CRPD aims to give disabled people ‘the full and equal enjoyment of all human rights’, which of course depends on but requires more than the adoption of welfare policies.

The situation is now such that it is impossible to classify the rights protected by the CRPD as belonging either to civil and political rights or to economic and social rights. The indivisibility of human rights postulates the necessity of cutting across any such categorization. This allows the correction of the idea that both sets of rights are concerned with different areas of life and that these sets of rights are only superficially interconnected, which idea led to a prioritization between them. In the same way as has been argued with regard to women, the acceptance of the privileged position of civil and political rights has been detrimental to disabled people. Should the socio-economic dimension be left aside and forgotten, these rights would be empty of content. It is therefore imperative that a deeper connection between the two sets of rights be acknowledged. Failure to acknowledge this deeper connection fails to take into account the situation of disabled people and thwarts their full participation in society.

The result is not only that the CRPD has placed both sets of rights on an equal footing but also that the very existence of the division into civil and political and economic and social rights has itself become a hindrance to the correct interpretation of the Convention. While human rights more often than not have been related individually to these sets of rights, the CRPD disaggregated the different categories of human rights throughout its different provisions.

This new appreciation of the indivisibility of human rights is not only a matter of proper implementation. International human rights law has incorporated the two sets of rights into the

85 Mégret (n 82) 265-6.
86 1 Art 1, CRPD.
various rights protected by the Convention. This development not only affects the implementation of human rights but also strengthens their interrelationship further as well as puts into question the very categorization of human rights into two distinct sets of rights. The CRPD has provided a more far-reaching and comprehensive way of understanding indivisibility that bears precisely upon the content of human rights. The crux of the issue is that the two sets of rights have become inseparable to the point of making any attempt to apply such a division to be pointless. Both sets of rights are co-essential as human rights of disabled people. Such understanding recognizes not only that the distinction between the two sets of rights is artificial but also that all human rights have different features that can include civil, political, economic, social, cultural as well as other dimensions, and that all these dimensions are always inter-joined.

However, this is at odds with actual international human rights law. Since Article 4(2) of the CRPD is only applicable to economic and social rights, States Parties must be told which rights belong to this category under the Convention. Since no definite answer can be given to resolve this issue (which will be examined in greater depth in section III), other solutions must be found. One of these solutions is to identify just what aspects of a particular right fall under the remit of either civil and political or economic and social rights. This solution is again unfortunately mistaken. Dissecting the Convention rights may perhaps lead to formal recognition but not to practical enjoyment. These rights are too hybrid to be successfully vindicated by such an artificial device. In the examples of rights given earlier, the choice of place of residence is hollow if autistic people cannot freely opt for living arrangements other than in institutions, because these are the only places where their particular needs can be adequately met or because the applicable legislation makes the assistance required inaccessible elsewhere. Similarly, the goal of inclusive education is worthless if deaf children must adapt to school by being obliged to give up aspects of their cultural identity that ties them to their deaf peers who may of course include their own parents. And all of this while leaving aside the question of general obligations, including the duty to provide reasonable accommodation. As a result, civil and political and economic and social rights have unexpectedly become indistinguishable within the CRPD. They have become so interwoven that fracturing them undermines the whole of the Convention.

The proclamation that ‘[a]ll human rights are universal, indivisible and interdependent and interrelated’ and recognition of obligations to respect, protect and fulfil have drawn special attention to the interrelationship between civil and political and economic and social rights. The CRPD has pressed ahead with this development, and even made any categorization of human rights into two distinct sets of rights difficult to carry out. This Convention thus represents the next step of a movement that has been unravelling the distinction between the two sets of rights. This is not an isolated phenomenon, but one that characterizes the CRPD as a whole. By exceeding a number of established distinctions in the field of international human rights law, the Convention has brought out a more holistic view of human rights. Human rights must be seen ever more as a single entity if they are not to be deprived of real meaning. This way of understanding indivisibility does not just attribute equal value to both sets of rights or argue that these sets of rights are actually intertwined, but reflects the idea that they are mutually inextricable from each other.
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88 This is what the CRPD Committee proposed with the right to independent living (CRPD Committee (n 69) para 39).
89 Fløvenz (n 61) 267.
90 Mégret (n 58) 524.
III. The Real and Actual Enjoyment of Human Rights

The fact that States have not been able to agree upon the methods of implementation for civil and political and economic and social rights eventually led to the adoption of both the ICCPR and the ICESCR. It crystallized a division of human rights into two sets of rights, which emerged as a result of an ideological divide in the aftermath of World War II. Western States’ dismissal of economic and social rights would, however, have been a ‘myth’ fabricated by the Cold War.91 These rights have been losing attraction since the 1970s, although they have roots that go back as far as the French Revolution and even the Magna Carta.92

Following this, the categorization of human rights into two distinct sets of rights has been associated with the State as being either the enemy or the provider. This accentuated the dichotomy between ‘positive obligations’, on the one hand, and ‘negative obligations’, on the other. As notably advanced by Berlin,93 freedom has been considered to be either positive or negative.94 Nonetheless, the dichotomy between ‘positive obligations’ and ‘negative obligations’ is hit by reality. It is difficult to distinguish between both kinds of obligations when it comes to policy-making. The implementation of human rights always raises questions with regard to the distribution of resources.95

As a result, the central issue is not whether but how States should use their resources to meet their human rights obligations. Whether they have reached the objective requires that attention be paid to both the amount of expenditure and the generation of revenues.96 The resources to be taken into account moreover include not only financial, human and natural resources but also the national and international resources potentially available.97 As this is a continuing process, it is essential to appeal to monitoring devices that can offer an accurate picture of efforts undertaken, such as indicators and budget analysis.

However, the ICESCR provides that economic and social rights must be realized progressively within the State’s available resources.98 The notion of progressive realization applies only to these rights, as the ICCPR makes no such provision. This notion in fact represents an escape hatch for States, as it provides an excuse for the evasion of their

94 There are however differences between the two concepts, since positive freedom involves giving increased powers to the State whereas positive obligations emphasize the steps to be taken with a view to guaranteeing human rights.
98 Art 2(1), ICESCR.
commitments, thereby playing the part of a ‘monstrous serpent’ in international human rights law. This explains why reflection on various ways to determine whether States are actually following through on these commitments has tended to concentrate on economic and social rights. Conversely, the ICCPR ignores the demand that civil and political rights need de facto to be realized even if they are de jure violated. The unavailability of resources will not affect the potential breach of legal obligations. The focus, therefore, is on the occurrence of such breach notwithstanding the necessity of going further with the purpose of meeting these legal obligations. This raises the question why social and economic rights are the only ones to be subject to progressive realization.\textsuperscript{99} The problem is that the notion in question is tied up with those rights through the ICESCR.

In the end, it does remain necessary to know which category a particular right belongs to. It is nevertheless suggested that such knowledge cannot be obtained, especially with the CRPD. As shown in the previous section, it is hardly feasible to locate any right protected by this Convention to either side of the division into the two sets of rights. While this could be done for particular aspects of one of the Convention rights, assigning such a right to either set of rights in this way runs the risk of disavowal as it not only inhibits its realization but also undercuts the very freedom that that right aims to provide for. The CRPD recognizes that the implementation of human rights will continue to be restricted if disabled people are unable to exercise these rights. Although pursuing the division into two sets of rights might be done at an abstract level, it faces serious obstacles with respect of its application.

As a result, the differentiation between duties of immediate application and duties of progressive realization has proven to be immaterial. While human rights entail both kinds of duties at the same time, it turns out to be impossible to place them in any category of rights so as to uphold such differentiation. The solution is not to relinquish the notion of progressive realization which, on the contrary, should be more deeply and more fully appreciated. Rather, it means extending the methodologies that support this notion to the entire field of human rights.

Rather than dwelling on positive and negative obligations with civil and political and economic and social rights somehow in the background, it is necessary to appreciate how existing ‘regulatory regimes’ lead to acute forms of marginalization.\textsuperscript{100} The question is no longer whether the State is friend or foe; rather, it is the very legitimacy of the State that must come under scrutiny. States need to recover this legitimacy, which has been gradually lost by the rejection of the ‘tradition of the virtues’.\textsuperscript{101} As argued by Van Parijs, ‘real’ freedom is not a question of protecting positive or negative freedom but of securing a similar level of opportunities for everyone.\textsuperscript{102} This points to the necessity of insisting on the practical benefits of a freedom that may vary according to the circumstances.

As demonstrated by the CRPD, the advent of group-specific human rights treaties has accelerated such a way of thinking about indivisibility. These human rights treaties require greater sensitivity to the particular characteristics of certain individuals whose needs call for measures that go beyond the formal recognition of human rights. By guaranteeing appropriate support towards this end, the CRPD has given more tangible effect to the indivisibility of human rights. What had come to matter is the real and actual enjoyment of these rights regardless of any categorization.

\textsuperscript{99} J Nickel, Making Sense of Human Rights (2nd edn, Blackwell Publishing 2007) 151; De Schutter (n 7) 527.
\textsuperscript{101} A MacIntyre, After Virtue (Duckworth 1985) 255.
Such an understanding of indivisibility could lead to another way of approaching the implementation of human rights. What would matter is no longer the timing of the implementation of these rights, i.e. whether now or later, but the effectiveness of doing so, i.e. the guarantee that these rights can in fact and in reality be exercised. The European Court of Human Rights understood this very early on when it declared that the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR) "is intended to guarantee not rights that are theoretical or illusory but rights that are practical and effective."\(^{103}\) The effectiveness of human rights implementation means that the actual exercise of such rights must be brought to the fore. The debate must not only concern the allocation of the resources necessary to reach that goal, which is where it usually stops, but must also discuss political arrangements towards this end. The requirement to provide enabling conditions for the exercise of human rights thus gives a socio-economic dimension to classical ‘liberal’ rights.\(^{104}\)

What is therefore important is to create a shift in focus by examining the means of improving the practical enjoyment of human rights. The true question that States must ask themselves is what to do in order to guarantee that human rights makes sense for individuals whatever the situation they may be in. This requires consideration not only of disability, race, gender, age, and sexual orientation but also of poverty, environment, dependency, participation and any other human rights issues that require special attention.

In order to achieve this, human rights should be understood as each and every human right. For too long, human rights have received a narrow interpretation that moves economic and social rights to the background. The dichotomy between ‘positive obligations’ and ‘negative obligations’ originated from the desire to differentiate civil and political from economic and social rights, though it subsequently served to demonstrate that the two sets of rights call for similar kinds of obligations. Meanwhile, it has left a legacy that persistently lowers the status of economic and social rights. The necessity to root those rights more firmly into international human rights law is as pressing now as ever.

The proposed understanding of the indivisibility of human rights may help for this purpose, since it can contribute to teasing out the nexus between the notion of human rights and civil and political rights. This counsels restraint from any alignment of the content of human rights with particular categories of human rights. It also discourages leaning upon these categories in order to differentiate what must be achieved both now and over time.

One possible objection to this way of understanding the indivisibility of human rights is that it may result in economic and social rights fading even further into the background. The answer to this objection is that drawing greater attention to these rights appears to have yielded limited results with regard to their implementation. Obligations deriving from economic and social rights, by and large, continue to be evaded.\(^{105}\) The reason is that continual reference to the different categories of human rights can make for a tacit denial of their equal status. Employing such categories gives leeway to the pretence that these categories have divergent foundations.\(^{106}\) While these foundations are in fact shared,\(^{107}\) arguing for antagonistic foundations provides moral grounding for giving some rights more value than others. As stated by the Special Rapporteur on Extreme Poverty and Human Rights, ‘[a] conception of human rights that implicitly accepts a radical hierarchical distinction between the two sets of rights …

\(^{103}\) Airey v Ireland, Application No 6289/73, Judgment of 9 October 1979, para 24.


\(^{105}\) P O’Connell, ‘Let them Eat Cake: Socio-Economic Rights in An Age of Austerity’ in A Nolan, R O’Connell and C Harvey (eds), Human Rights and Public Finance: Budgets and the Promotion of Economic and Social Rights (Hart Publishing 2013) 60-1 and 66.

\(^{106}\) Whelan (n 49) 210.

is one that is fundamentally incompatible with international human rights law’. Hence, admitting that human rights are indivisible, as is sought here, and moreover acting accordingly might outweigh the purported beneficial effects of upholding their categorization into two distinct sets of rights.

CONCLUSION

This article examined the indivisibility of human rights in light of the CRPD. Back in 1952, the so-called ‘Separation Resolution’ provided that there would be separate human rights treaties for civil and political rights, on the one hand, and economic and social rights, on the other. The resultant division into two sets of rights was primarily aimed at their legal enforceability. The article has advanced a concept of indivisibility which dismantles this division even more. The CRPD can be seen as a further stage in undermining the injudicious categorization of human rights. While repeating the mantra that human rights are ‘universal, indivisible, and interdependent and interrelated’ does not by itself make it come true, this article has suggested that the Convention provides a more powerful insight into the indivisibility of human rights.

The article argues that the CRPD has generated a new understanding of the indivisibility of human rights insofar as it considers civil and political and economic and social rights as inextricably bound together. It has shown both how the Convention has led to the blurring of the distinction between the two sets of rights and how the blurring of this distinction has recast the way indivisibility needs to be understood. It has also analysed the problems caused by this new appreciation of indivisibility, especially with regard to the notion of progressive realization, and highlighted the consequent demand to put a greater emphasis on the actual and real enjoyment of human rights. This new understanding of the indivisibility of human rights could accelerate attention in scholarship on all matters affecting the exercise of these rights, because it makes it of supreme importance to pursue the effectiveness of their implementation. Such a move can even be a stepping stone towards elevating the position of economic and social rights under international human rights law.

In 1941, Roosevelt made his State of the Union Address and laid out what for him were the four essential freedoms for a better world: ‘freedom of speech, freedom of worship, freedom from want and freedom from fear’. Not only did he mention ‘freedom from fear’ last on this list but he never suggested realizing any one of these freedoms by using restriction or interference. Nor did he consider that one or another of these four freedoms required any particular system of government, as long as States did not contradict these freedoms. The ‘Four Freedom Speech’ assumed that all human rights must be integrated so that people can live in security in the broadest sense. This is the genuine underpinning of international human rights law.
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